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BACKGROUND

1. Schemes coming forward through the Economic Development Fund (EDF), Local Growth
Fund (LGF) and new schemes through the Revolving Infrastructure Fund (RIF) will pass
through the One Front Door process. This means that all projects follow a 2 stage approval
process, Outline and then Full Business Case with Highlight Reporting for ongoing
management.
2. The key aim of the West of England Local Enterprise Partnership (WE LEP) is to ensure all
future schemes are well defined and provide a compelling case for investment, and that they
are deliverable within the timeframe, scheme cost and profile agreed when funding is
offered.
3. In addition, the outputs and benefits to be derived from the investment are coming under
greater scrutiny, with monitoring requirements to be met by applicants. The WE LEP is
currently reporting to government on the Growth Deal against direct jobs created although
interest is also taken in indirect jobs, GVA and land brought back into beneficial use.
4. This manual consolidates all the support documents available to assist promoters with
bringing forward robust and complete Outline and Full business cases for approval via the
One Front Door process. This document sets out the requirements and provides a
benchmark against which schemes will be assessed.

ONE FRONT DOOR PROCESS

5. The way in which prospective applicants can submit schemes for consideration of funding
through the One Front Door funding streams (LGF, EDF, RIF and any new future funding
stream) is set out in the step by step guidance note for funding applicants (also available in
Appendix A). The guidance sets out the process and procedures in place at the WE LEP,
prior to and once funding has been agreed and it covers the following stages:
• proposal development
• outline business case
• full business case
• change request
• highlight reports

ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK AND DOCUMENT TEMPLATES

6. Through their Growth Deal each LEP is required to develop an accountability and assurance
framework which sets out the arrangements and processes through which the Growth Deal
and Local Growth Fund will operate. The approved West of England Growth Deal Assurance
Framework is available online at www.westofenglandlep.co.uk/funding/local-growth-fund
7. The most up-to-date templates for Outline and Full Business Cases and Highlight Reports
are appended to the Assurance Framework document. If you require a Word version of the
templates, please contact the Local Enterprise Partnership Office.

STATE AID

8. State aid rules should be considered from the outset of the proposal to ensure it is
compatible and compliant with EU competition rules. The Outline Business Case (OBC)
should describe the State Aid exemption that will apply, or the method and approach to show
how no State Aid will be granted.
9. The question of State Aid applies to the payment of grant to the promoter (whatever the legal
status of the promoter) of the project/intervention as well as to the users of the
project/intervention. It is the responsibility of the promoter to provide confirmation that there
is either a no state aid position, or a compliant position has been established. Promoters are
advised to seek independent legal advice where necessary.
10. The Accountable Body does not give State Aid advice. Note that it is not sufficient to provide
external advice on State Aid as evidence, you will need to demonstrate an appropriate
operational model that closely follows the advice. Full Business Cases (FBCs) will be held,
as opposed to conditionally approved, where no agreed State Aid position is reached prior to
FBC coming forward.
11. There are four tests of State Aid which should be applied. If your answer to all four of the
following questions is “yes”, your assistance is almost certainly State Aid. If several of your
answers are “yes” or if you are unsure, seek independent legal advice. For guidance, please
refer to the State Aid: the basics note issued by BIS (Jul 2015), also available at Appendix B.
1. Is the assistance granted by the state or through
state resources?

• “Granted by the State” means by any public or
private body controlled by the state (which, in the
UK, means national or local Government).
• “State resources” is broad: any measure with an
impact on the state budget or where the state has
significant control are included, for example, tax
exemptions, Lottery funding and the EU structural
Funds.

2. Does the assistance give an advantage to one or
more undertakings over others?

• An “undertaking” is any organisation engaged in
economic activity.
- This is about activity rather than legal form, so
non-profit organisations, charities and public
bodies can all be undertakings, depending on the
activities they are involved in.
- An undertaking can also include operators and
‘middlemen’ if they benefit from the funding.
• “Economic activity” means putting goods or
services on a market. It is not necessary to make a
profit to be engaged in economic activity: if others
in the market offer the same good or service, it is
an economic activity.
Support to an organisation engaged in a noneconomic activity isn’t State aid, e.g. support to
individuals through the social security system is not
state aid.
• An “advantage” can take many forms: not just a
grant, loan or tax break, but also use of a state
asset for free or at less than market price.

Essentially, it is something an undertaking could
not get in the normal course of business.
3. Does the assistance distort or have the potential
to distort competition?

• If the assistance strengthens the recipient relative
to its competitors then the answer is likely to be
“yes”.
• The “potential to distort competition” does not
have to be substantial or significant: may include
relatively small amounts of financial support to
firms with modest market share.

4. Does the assistance affect trade between
Member States

The interpretation of this is broad: it is enough that
a product or service is tradable between Member
States, even if the recipient does not itself export to
other EU Markets.

DO’S AND DON’TS GUIDE FOR STATE AID

Topic
Scheme objectives
(economic/noneconomic activities)

Do
Consider State Aid implications early on
– it will help you to develop a deliverable
scheme
Seek independent legal advice on State
Aid early on.
Take a risk based approach

Don’t
Leave it as a last point of
consideration, as it will be hard to
address/ retrofit to developed
scheme
Assume it doesn’t apply because the
promoter is not a profit making
business.
Assume that risks do not exist – if
you do not know what risks you are
taking, you cannot assess them as
being non-existent.

State Aid position

Provide confirmation that there is either
a ‘no aid’ position, or that a compliant
position has been established.

Be vague, ambiguous, contradictory
in relation to the State Aid position

State Aid treatment

Describe the treatment of State Aid with
reference to relevant State Aid guidance
and/or case law and how the delivery
body will ensure continued compliance
for the lifetime of the project

Merely provide external advice on
State Aid as evidence
Look to work around it

Provide clear justification for the chosen
State Aid treatment applied
Keep record of evidence of compliance
with State Aid treatment
Delivery Model

Demonstrate an appropriate operational
model that adheres to the requirements
of the treatment applied.

Assume it is a paper exercise

ECONOMIC CASE

12. The vast majority of the schemes in the programme are infrastructure biased and involve a
range of scheme types including park and ride, highway works, flood defence along with
some building projects that will be funded via one of the funding streams. Many will be major
schemes in excess of £10m capital.
13. To date, applicants have taken a variety of approaches to quantifying the economic benefit
that each scheme will deliver, including the traditional Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) approach
which is generally used for projects funded by the Department for Transport. In other cases,
a broad analysis of the benefit is being derived. It should be noted that transport schemes
with more than £5m of funding through the LGF are required to follow specific procedures
including DfT major schemes guidance (see guidance here).
14. In relation to small scale transport schemes focussed on unlocking sites or improving
connectivity more generally, it is recognized that there are challenges with linking back
infrastructure with jobs and GVA creation. However, applicants are required to set out their
assumptions and methodology in the economic case for investment. It is important for the
WE LEP to demonstrate the value of the investment and economic benefit derived in order
to meet requirements within the current Growth Deal and secure future funding.
15. Guidance is available for applicants to help determine the level of detail and rigour required
in the Outline Business Case (OBC) economic case to bring forward a strong and consistent
Full Business Case (FBC), as follows:

DO’S AND DON’TS GUIDE FOR THE ECONOMIC CASE

Do
Undertake proportionate economic appraisal in
relation to cost and complexity of the scheme

Don’t
Overestimate the benefits in the OBC submission
which may be difficult to later evidence at FBC

Clearly state assumptions and provide calculations
of how benefits are derived, particularly job
numbers and GVA

Claim the same return on investment/ forecast
outputs for multiple phases of a scheme, or other
projects within an area

Provide evidence to support claims ie. Sense check
impacts against existing body of evidence, include
reference to source of information

Claim impact for everything in relation to jobs/GVA
forecast in EA’s and EZ

Consider both direct and indirect jobs as a result of
‘unlocking’ a mix of development, be specific about
the direct and indirect impacts

Provide a broad brush analysis of the economic
and wider benefits

Provide a profile of jobs (direct and indirect) created
by year, post construction
Provide qualitative assessment/narrative where
costs or benefits cannot be quantified drawing on
case studies where available

Show sites (ie geographical area) of impact and
demonstrate that these have not been claimed
previously or elsewhere
Clarify if any outputs are to be shared with other
projects and the basis for attribution
Clearly state timescales over which scheme
benefits are to be counted
Build on information provided at OBC stage when
completing the FBC economic case
Contact the LEP Office to discuss issues or
proposed approach

VALUE FOR MONEY STATEMENT

16. Value for money will be considered as part of business case approval, which will include job
creation, GVA impact and other specific outcomes delivered, and the suitability of the
intervention and its effectiveness, for the funds invested. This should be clearly set out in the
Economic Case within the FBC and signed off by the organisation’s s151 Officer/Chief
Finance Officer and will be considered as part of the independent review.
17. All schemes should clearly set out the benefits delivered in proportion to the total cost of the
investment in the form of a Value for Money Statement. This should cross reference with the
assessment of benefits as stated above and clearly set out assumptions.
Total project cost
Grant sought (EDF/LGF/RIF)
Net Quantified Benefits
Jobs, GVA
VfM indicator*
Cost per job; GVA per £ spent
* Benefit compared to total cost including match funding
Note:
• Jobs (net direct, excluding construction jobs)
• GVA (net, specify timescale)
For further guidance please refer to The Green Book – Appraisal and Evaluation in Central
Government, specifically pages 20 -23.
[https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/220541/green
_book_complete.pdf]
Transport schemes over £5m
18. The VfM assessment of major transport schemes (over £5m) should be undertaken through
an appraisal that is consistent with the Department for Transport’s WebTAG guidance.
A Value for Money (VfM) statement, in line with current DfT guidance, should provide a
summary of the conclusions from the VfM assessment. The statement should provide a
concise summary of the economic, social, environmental and public account impacts of the
intervention.

Further DfT guidance on VfM is available in the Value for Money Assessment: Advice Note
for Local Transport Decision Makers (Dec 2013) Report

IMPACT GUIDANCE NOTE FOR INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

19. Following a workshop in October 2015 with scheme promoters, this guidance note has been
commissioned by the WE LEP for use by applicants seeking funding support for
infrastructure projects. This guidance is aimed at infrastructure developments that have a
significant construction phase. It provides applicants with robust benchmarks and promotes
consistency and comparability between applications and project options.
20. The guidance focuses on four main elements of project development:
i). The short term direct & indirect impact on an economy whilst the infrastructure
capacity is being constructed;
ii). The longer term indirect impact when the new facilities provide economic benefits to
businesses, residents and other organisations;
iii). A structured qualitative assessment of the wider benefits of investment and how they
might contribute to the LEP’s overall objectives;
iv). The need to establish monitoring data requirements that will yield consistent and
reliable evidence for the evaluation of outcomes.
21. Please see Appendix C for the workshop presentation and Appendix D for the full report.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION

22. A number of scheme promoters raised a desire to see further guidance and support for
monitoring and evaluation resulting in the commission of ERS and focused workshops on
monitoring and evaluation.
23. Based on the monitoring and evaluation approach set out by ERS, there is now a better
understanding of the key requirements which individual scheme monitoring and evaluation
plans need to include before a Full Business Case is submitted for approval. To aid this
process, more focused feedback will be provided to promoters in developing robust and
relevant scheme monitoring and evaluation plans.
24. The monitoring and evaluation plan is a self-standing document and cross referencing
sections of the FBC in the monitoring and evaluation plan is proposed as a means to keep
the plan focussed and readable.
25. It is important that promoters submit clearly defined and well-articulated scheme outputs and
benefits, to support the Investment Board with recommendations for business case approval.
Scheme outputs and benefits should be robustly monitored with a clear evaluation plan as
this requirement is captured in the issue of any Grant Offer Letter.
26. To avoid overstating the outcomes and impacts of the scheme at the outset, it is advised that
promoters think about the project from the end point (e.g. monitoring and evaluation) and
work the thinking back. Any claims of scheme benefits will need to be evidenced through
monitoring, and this will form part of any contractual agreement with the WE LEP in relation
to grant funding. As such, it is suggested that promoters start with the Logic Model to clearly
set out the scope of the scheme/investment, identify the objectives and anticipated
outcomes/impacts. Using the same Logic Model framework will enable prioritizing efforts on
identifying and monitoring direct outcomes.
27. Monitoring and evaluation plans will be included in contract documents with the WE LEP,
therefore it is important for promoters to consider at an early stage the resources required to
deliver evaluation.
28. Having in place robust monitoring and evaluation plans will assist the WE LEP in meeting
Growth Deal reporting requirements to government and with the realisation of programme
outputs and benefits. In the long term, evaluations will be fed back into future funding
decisions. Projects are required to provide a short summary of their post scheme evaluation
report for publication.

DO’S AND DON’TS FOR MONITORING AND EVALUATION

Topic

Do

Don’t

Scheme objectives

Identify quantifiable, measurable targets
that are directly relevant to the project
investment.

Be vague or only include wider
outcomes that are not directly
attributable to the investment.

Logic Chain Process

Demonstrate clear linkages between the
stages: context rationale, inputs,

Confuse outputs and outcomes.
Make big assumptions without

Outcomes

Data collection

Budget and resource
allocation

activities, outputs, outcomes and
impacts.
Alter the structure of the logic chain so
that it more closely reflects the project
structure.
Distinguish between direct and indirect
outcomes.
Identify the scale and scope of
outcomes to be achieved.
Consider the strength of the link
between project and outcomes.
Consider wider research activities,
where appropriate, primary surveys, etc.

stating what they are.

Focus on outcomes not attributable
to the investment.

Collect data that does not have a
clear relevance and purpose.

Allocate an evaluation budget.
Consider external evaluation, for
independent results.

Beneficiaries

Know who your beneficiaries are and
decide whether they are contactable.

Stakeholder and
Partners

Involve project partners in the evaluation
process.

Dissemination

Publish your evaluation.
Provide a short summary

Underestimate the benefits of
primary research with beneficiaries.

Expect people to read a long report.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION INFORMATION SOURCES

29. Please see Appendix E for the ERS workshop presentations and Appendix F for the
monitoring and evaluation approach set out by ERS to assist promoters with developing
proportionate but robust scheme monitoring and evaluation plans.
30. The Bristol Research Network (https://bristolresearchnetwork.wordpress.com/) is a potential
data source, as is the SW RDA national archives website for examples of evaluations.
(http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20111108142835/http:/www.southwestrda.org.uk/
about_us/our_performance/evaluation/business.aspx).

OUTLINE BUSINESS CASE APPRAISAL

31. As a guide, Independent Reviewers undertaking an OBC appraisal will have the following
key considerations in mind:
Key
considerations
Rationale and
compliance

Strategic Case

Intervention and
Logic Model

Economic Case

Description
Initial assessment of any potential state aid implications.
Is there a robust and clear market demand justification for the project? Is the
demand evidenced?
Is there a clear rationale/ need/ market failure for investment?
Does the proposal provide strong strategic fit with the SEP and other policies
and plans, for example, does it provide clear articulation of how the project
contributes to one or more priority sectors/ areas?
Has a robust and impartial options analysis been undertaken? Is there a clear
justification for the selected option?
Is the proposal sufficiently developed and clear in terms of scope, objectives,
phase(s) and delivery approach?
Does the Logic Model reflect the scheme description and accurately capture
the relationship between the project investments (inputs), the activities and
outputs funded, and how they are predicted to generate the anticipated
outcomes and impacts?
Appraisal of whether the scheme delivers value for money and additionality:
Jobs created and GVA impact of the project: assess cost per job created or
GVA Return on Investment (RoI) and the value of the jobs created; does it
deliver a good net additional GVA per pound invested? Has evidence been
provided to support stated employment and GVA growth?
Additionality: assess the impact of investment on the speed or scale of
delivery of economic benefits; and the extent to which the investment will
relocate or impact upon economic activity from other areas.
Wider economic impacts: will the project help to unlock other development
sites or economic activity? Will it support a particular sector of the economy?
Are key measurable benefits and impacts of the project identified and are
these robustly evidenced and justified?

Financial Case

Deliverability

Other impacts: will the scheme deliver other wider benefits?
Review of initial project costs, scale of the total investment required and
ability to lever other funding, particularly private match. Has other funding
been secured, or is it in early stage discussions?
To what extent are the project’s benefits being realised with private sector
investment?
Consider capital/revenue split, how will the revenue element(s) be funded?
Consider the level of financial risk associated with the scheme.
Delivery timetable: to what extent can the project be delivered in phases;
what are the benefits and cost effectiveness that can be achieved from
scaling up or down? Are stated delivery milestones appropriate and
achievable?
Dependencies: assess the extent to which planning permissions and other
legal consents are in place or achievable as planned; procurement approach.
Are there any potential barriers and constraints? eg. land ownership issues,
legal, etc. What is the capacity and capability of the organisation to deliver
the project as described? Are there resources (e.g. staff) in place/committed
to further develop the proposal?

Risks: Have project sponsors outlined the main project risks and provided
detail on how risks will be managed and/or mitigated?
State of readiness: to what level of detail/information has the scheme
progressed?

Fit within funding
programme

To what extent is the project developed and planned?
What is the impact of the above on delivery confidence?
State of readiness, cost and flexibility of scheme to take advantage of funding
opportunities as they arise (e.g. when can the project be delivered fully at the
earliest if funding were to be allocated now?)

FULL BUSINESS CASE APPRAISAL

32. As a guide, Independent Reviewers undertaking an FBC appraisal will have the following
key considerations in mind:
Key
considerations
Rationale and
compliance

Strategic Case

Economic Case

Description
. Does the proposal provide confirmation that there is either a no state aid
position, or that a compliant position has been established? Has independent
legal advice on State Aid been sought and has this been interpreted into an
appropriate operational model that closely follows the advice?
.
Is there a robust and clear market demand justification for the project? Is the
demand evidenced?
Is there a clear rationale/ need/ market failure for investment?
Does the proposal re-affirm strong strategic fit with the SEP and other
policies and plans, for example, provides clear articulation of how the project
contributes to one or more priority sectors/areas?
Appraisal of whether the scheme delivers value for money and additionality:
Extent to which the stated outcomes and benefits have evolved consistently
from OBC stage.
Jobs created and GVA impact of the project: assess cost per job created or
GVA Return on Investment (RoI) and the value of the jobs created; does it
deliver a good net additional GVA per pound invested? Are NPV calculations
robust? Assess evidence to support employment and GVA growth (e.g.
sense check impacts against existing body of evidence, including reference
to source of information). Are assumptions around outcomes/impacts clearly
stated?
Attribution and additionality: assess the impact of investment on the speed or
scale of delivery of economic benefits; and the extent to which the investment
will relocate or impact upon economic activity from other areas. Are
assumptions underpinning gross to net conversions (e.g. jobs, GVA) robust
and justified? To what extent are the outcomes and impacts attributable to
the scheme and are there any interdependencies with other phases/
schemes?
Wider economic impacts: will the project help to unlock other development
sites or economic activity? Will it support a particular sector of the economy?
Are key measurable benefits and impacts of the project identified and are
these robustly evidenced and justified?

Financial Case

Deliverability

Other impacts: will the scheme deliver other wider benefits?
Review of project costs, scale of the total investment required and ability to
lever other funding, particularly private match. Has other funding been
secured?
To what extent are the project’s benefits being realised with private sector
investment?
Consider capital/revenue split, how will the revenue element(s) be funded?
Are mechanisms in place to generate revenue for the operation of the
infrastructure?
Consider the level of financial risk associated with the scheme and the risk
owner.
Has FBC been signed off by Chief Finance/S151 Officer?
Delivery timetable: Are stated delivery milestones appropriate and

achievable? Is the detailed project plan credible alongside the spend profile?
Does the project plan provide sensible management stages and provide
sufficient timescales for the tasks identified?
Dependencies: assess the extent to which planning permissions and other
legal consents are in place, consider progress made with relation to potential
barriers and constraints eg. land ownership issues, legal, etc. Is the stated
procurement approach valid and does it ensure value for money? What is
the capacity and capability of the organisation to deliver the project as
described?
Risks: has a detailed project risk assessment been undertaken including how
risks will be managed and/or mitigated? Is the risk register up-to-date and
relevant to current delivery stage?

Monitoring and
Evaluation

State of readiness: to what level of detail/information has the scheme
progressed? Are there any outstanding issues/concerns particularly with
regards to deliverability and funding?
What is the budget allocation for monitoring and evaluation activities, is this
secured or committed? What specific activities does the budget pay for?
Are delivery partners involved in the implementation of the monitoring and
evaluation plan (ie. steering group)? Are plans sufficiently robust to enable
impartiality and quality of evaluation?
If using secondary data sources as part of monitoring, does this capture
direct/relevant outcomes/impacts of the scheme to enable meaningful
evaluation?
Are identified metrics measurable (e.g. SMART)?
Does the Logic Model effectively frame the scope of investment and therefore
the evaluation?
Will baseline activities be undertaken at an appropriate time?

FURTHER DETAILS

If you require word version of the templates please contact the Local Enterprise Partnership
Office:
Pete Davis
West of England Local Enterprise Partnership
Engine Shed, Station Approach, Temple Meads, Bristol, BS1 6QH
t. 0117 903 6867 e. pete.davis@westofengland.org
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